
Straight from the Horse’s mouth!     

Specific advice from the SQA website 

❖ Critical Essay 

Technical accuracy  
Some allowance is made for the fact that because this is an examination you are 
writing under pressure.  It is recognised that you might make one or two careless 
slips and that you don’t have time to redraft your work.  Nevertheless, if your writing 
is not sufficiently accurate to meet the Performance Criterion for Technical 
Accuracy, you will not pass. 

Common errors to be avoided are: failure to start a new sentence when required 
(especially using a comma when a full stop is needed), misspelling of common 
words, misuse of the apostrophe, confusion of 'done/did', 'gone/went' etc, and 
using slang or colloquial language.  
   
'The central concerns'  
If you look at the list of Performance Criteria for Critical Essay in Higher English 
you will see that in 'Understanding' it talks about the 'central concerns ... of the 
text(s)': 

Understanding  
As appropriate to task, the response demonstrates secure understanding of key 
elements, central concerns and significant details of the text(s). 

This is of great importance.  You must demonstrate to the Marker that you have a 
firm grasp of what the text as a whole is about.  This means knowing not just what 
simply happens in a novel or a play or what the content of each line of a poem is.  
Every worthwhile text in English has an overall idea which it is exploring, and your 
personal understanding of this (relevant to the question you are answering) must 
be a key element in your essay. 

Analysis  
One of the Performance Criteria requires that you deal with 'relevant aspects of 
structure/style/language' and how these 'contribute to meaning/effect/impact'. It is, 
therefore, important that you learn about the techniques used by the writers of the 
texts you study. Reference to these techniques, however, is only of value if it 
supports the line of thought in your essay. Read carefully the advice and 
information given in the Specimen Quesion Paper - at the start of the Paper and in 
the boxes in the Sections - especially what is said about the need to 'address 

relevantly the central concern(s)/theme(s) of the text(s) ... supported by reference 
to appropriate techniques'. 

You should not deal with techniques in isolation, and you should not structure your 
essay around them. 

Common problems in essays on poetry  
In essays on poetry there are two common faults which you should try to avoid. 

1.    Don't rely on working through a poem line-by-line.  (Markers and Examiners 
call this 'the guided tour'.)  While you mustn't ignore significant sections of the 
poem or distort its overall idea (see the section on 'the central concerns' above), 
your essay should be shaped to answer the question relevantly and not dominated 
by an insistence on examining every line in order.  
 
2.    While understanding and appreciation of poetic techniques are vital in a good 
essay on poetry, an exhaustive list of all the techniques used in a particular poem 
is never very helpful.  Remember about the overall idea (see the section on 'the 
central concerns' above) and remember that techniques enhance the overall 
impact of a poem – they do not have a life in themselves. 

❖ Close Reading 

Questions on understanding  
Answer these 'in your own words'.  This means that you have to demonstrate that 
you understand the more complex words and phrases used in the passage.  If you 
simply quote or use the words already in the passage, the marker won't know 
whether you understand what they mean – and will assume that you don't. 

The number of marks allocated to an Understanding question will clearly indicate 
the number of points you are expected to make. 

Try to make your answers to these questions fairly brief. 

The link question  
This is a common question, although it's not asked every year. 

Note that this is an 'Understanding' question.  You must demonstrate an 
understanding of each of the two paragraphs (or sections) being linked.  In addition 
you must identify the word or words in the link sentence which connect with the 
preceding paragraph and the word or words in the link sentence which connect 
with what follows. 



So there are four elements in a successful answer: 

• a quotation (from the link sentence) which refers to the idea(s) of the 
preceding paragraph;  

• an understanding of the idea(s) of the preceding paragraph;  

• a quotation (from the link sentence) which refers to the idea(s) of the 
coming paragraph;  

• an understanding of the idea(s) of the coming paragraph.  

 “Summary” questions  
If you are asked to “summarise” or to “identify the main points” or to give the “key 
reasons”, your answer should be fairly brief. You should focus on each main idea 
the writer is putting across. Don’t include any of the supporting evidence or 
examples the writer uses – these will weaken a “summary” (and waste valuable 
time). 

Questions on imagery and on word choice  
These are questions most Higher English candidates find especially difficult.  It's 
not easy to 'learn' how to do them, since your ability here depends on your 
sensitivity to language, and this is something that has been growing gradually since 
you started learning to read.  The following bits of advice, however, might help: 

• You never get any marks simply for quoting a word or identifying an 
image – the marks are always for the 'quality of comment'.  

• The comment must be specific to the word or image being asked about – 
vague remarks which could apply to any word or image will get no marks, 
and you get no marks for repeating the question.  

• When answering on word choice, try to go beyond what a word means, 
and explore what it suggests (in technical terms: connotation rather than 
denotation).  

• When answering on imagery, try to show how the literal root or origin of the 
image is being used by the writer to express an idea in a metaphorical way.  

Questions on sentence structure  
Candidates find these questions difficult too.  As with questions on imagery and 
word choice, it's not easy to 'learn' how to answer them. You have to be able to 
recognise relevant features of sentence structure (eg brevity, length, use of listing, 
climax, anti-climax, repetition, use of questions, balance, period), but the marks are 
given for the quality of your comments on their effect in context. 

Questions on tone  
'Tone' is possibly the most difficult area of all.  Not only will you have to identify the 
writer's tone at a particular point in the passage (eg anger, contempt, regret, 

nostalgia, irony, humour), you'll also have to explain how the writer establishes the 
tone.  The 'how' part is often done best by exploring other aspects of language 
such as sentence structure, imagery, and word choice (see the sections above) 
since these are often used to convey tone.  Also, features such as sound, 
exaggeration and anti-climax are often used to establish tone. 

Questions on 'the writer's language'  
Sometimes a question simply asks you to show how 'the writer's language' does 
something or other.  This means you're not being guided towards a specific 
technique such as sentence structure or tone.  For these questions you must find 
the most appropriate technique(s) and then deal with it/them in the way suggested 
above.  Remember, however, there will still be no marks for simply identifying a 
feature or quoting a word or image. 

Comparison questions  
There will always be at least one question at the end of the paper requiring 
comparison of the passages. You will have to compare and evaluate the ideas in 
the passages, or the styles in which they are written, or both of these. 

Be very careful to establish whether you are to answer on style or on ideas, and 
stick to the task. 

You will always have to make reference to both passages, although you don’t have 
to give each of them the same amount of attention. Note that in 2006 the question 
referred to specific sections of each passage, not the whole passage. 

The best answers to these questions are often like little essays in which you 
develop a clear point of view about the passages, supporting each statement with 
specific reference to the passages.  Poor answers are usually a list of random 
thoughts with no clear line of thought. 

When answering on style, it's acceptable to make some use of material from 
previous answers, but it's a good idea to introduce a few 'new' points. 

When answering on ideas, try to go beyond simply summarising what the writers 
have said; it is likely that your opinion is being asked for – so it is quite acceptable 
for you to give this, provided it is linked appropriately to ideas in the passages. 

Hint: have a brief look at the comparison question(s) before you start, so that while 
you are working your way through the other questions and becoming more 
familiar with the ideas and styles of the passages, you will be able to give 
some thought to what you might say in the comparison question(s). 



 


